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TOPIC Embedded Systems (TOPIC) offer a range of embedded solutions that assist developers of complex
embedded systems to build their applications quickly, reliably and effectively. 
Built on AMD System-on-Chip technology, products are available in the form of:

           Miami System-on-Modules (SOMs)

           Florida development/carrier boards

           Board support packages based on embedded Linux 

           FPGA and processor building blocks in the form of e.g. C/C++ and VHDL code

Products portfolio

A huge benefit of working with TOPIC products is the accessible design support by the TOPIC Projects organization. Apart
from in-depth background knowledge of the products, the design teams have significant application development
expertise. 

Our products are supported by our development organization to help with:
Design and development services for system engineering and software-, FPGA- and hardware design
Customization services based on Florida development/carrier boards for rapid prototyping and product development
Full-custom product development for optimized customer-specific designs
Application software development (embedded, PCs, cloud, mobile devices)
Operating System porting as well as BSP/ driver development for e.g. Linux, FreeRTOS and Windows
Certified development processes for e.g. medical (ISO13485) and safety (CENELEC SIL3/4) projects

Supported by our development organisation
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Miami System-on-Modules

A family of embedded computing solutions, focused on
reliability, versatility and certifiability
Scalable in performance, power, form factor and capabilities
Based on AMD Zynq 7000, Zynq Ultrascale+ and Versal ACAP
System-on-Chip (SOC) technology
Provides a rich set of state-of-the-art peripherals

Small dimensions: <100 mm x <70 mm
On-board high efficiency power supplies
Configurable board I/O voltages
Fast booting capabilities using different processor boot stages
and FPGA fabric
High performance and reliable SAMTEC board-to-board
connectors
On-board DDR3/4 memory with optional ECC support
Advanced debug support
Industrial temperature range (-40°C to +85°C)

Benefits

Key features

The Miami System-on-Modules (SoM) are based on the state-of-the-art silicon technologies of AMD. Their System-on-Chips (SoC)
combine processor(s), FPGA logic and accelerators into versatile devices, meeting the latest demanding requirements of
applications in medical, industrial, avionics and test and measurement domains. The Miami SOMs enable embedded cutting-
edge applications in stand-alone or connected environments. The modules combine high performance and high-density
programmable logic with dedicated hardened IP blocks, such as DSP cores, memory controllers, PCIe endpoints and Ethernet
MACs. The unique combination of multi-core application processors, real-time processors, optional GPU and AI engines, and
feature-rich FPGA fabric makes the Miami a versatile and agile platform for various different applications. The multi-gigabit high-
speed transceivers enable communication links compatible with different interface standards, such as JESD204, PCIe, SGMII,
DisplayPort, SATA, Aurora and SDI.

The Miami SOMs integrate all system components required to bring-up an embedded system including memory, power supplies,
debugging facilities and connectivity interfaces at MAC and PHY level. The Miami family of SOMs provide best in class platforms
for balancing performance and power consumption, making it a perfect solution for applications that need processing power,
high-speed interfaces and have demanding reliability and quality requirements. The ability to optimize system interfaces and
design footprint, as well as execute with real-time arithmetic and control, are key features of the SOM. The module comes with
actively supported board support packages (BSP), including a maintained Linux distribution, supporting the AMD Vitis SDK. The
Miami SoMs are compatible and usable with one of our Florida carrier boards, allowing for rapid prototyping and evaluation
purposes.

Based on the Florida reference designs, customized carrier board variances can be realized reliably, with fast turn-around times.
Typical application areas include applications requiring a fair amount of processing power combined with a small system
footprint, including but not limited to (secure) communication, high-performance computing, aerospace & defense, audio/video
applications, medical, and industrial imaging.

Overview

Benefits
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Miami Plus

AMD SOC technology:     Zynq 7000 (7012S, 7015, 7030)
Technology node:             28 nm
Processors:                           Single or dual core ARM Cortex A9
Logic density:                      55k-125k cells
Connectors:                          2x 120 pins
Gigabit transceivers:        4x GTH (PL)
DDR-SDR memory:            1GB 32b DDR3 (PS)
Introduction date:             2016
Product details:                  Miami 

Miami SOM family in a glance

Miami Plus

Miami Ultra

AMD SOC technology:     Zynq 7000 (7035, 7045, 7100)
Technology node:             28 nm
Processors:                           Single/dual core ARM Cortex A9
Logic density:                      275k-444k cells
Connectors:                          2x 120 pins, 1x 180 pins 
Gigabit transceivers:        16x GTH (PL)
DDR-SDR memory:            1GB 32b DDR3 (PS), 1GB 32b DDR3 (PL)
Introduction date:             2016
Product details:                  Miami Plus

AMD SOC technology:     Zynq Ultrascale+ (ZU6, ZU9, ZU15)
Technology node:             16 nm
Processors:                           Dual/quad core ARM, Cortex A53, Dual core ARM,    

                                                           Cortex R7, ARM Mali-400 GPU
Logic density:                      469k-747k cells
Connectors:                         2x 120 pins, 1x 180 pins 
Gigabit transceivers:        3x GTP (PS), 16x GTH (PL)
DDR-SDR memory:            2GB 72b DDR4 (PS)
Introduction date:             2020
Product details:                  Miami Plus

AMD SOC technology:     Versal ACAP (VE2602, VE2802, VM2302, VM2902)
Technology node:             7 nm
Processors:                           Dual core ARM Cortex A72, Dual core ARM Cortex R5F,

                                                           AI Engine-ML Tiles
Logic density:                      820k – 2233k cells
Connectors:                         Highspeed Samtec Mezzanine 
Gigabit transceivers:        24x GTYP (PL)
DDR-SDR memory:            8GB 72b DDR4 (PS)
Introduction date:             Under development
Product details:                  Miami Ultra
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Florida carrier boards
Evaluation boards for the Miami System-on-Modules
Development platform for kick-starting a design 
Reference designs, schematics and printed circuit board
layouts available
Customize the board to your own needs or make use of our
fast-turn-around board customization services

Gigabit transceiver support for PCI Express, SATA,  Aurora
Ethernet LAN interface 
Display interfaces 
Opal Kelly SYZYGY compliant interfaces 
Digilent PMOD compliant  interfaces
FMC compliant interfaces
Bluetooth, WiFi, mass-storage
USB-C, 3.0 and 2.0 OTG
UART via USB

Benefits

Key features

The Florida carrier boards are designed to evaluate the capabilities of the AMD Zynq® or Zynq Ultrascale+® based Miami System-
on-Modules (SoM) and provide a means for rapid prototyping. The boards offer a rich pool of peripherals. Together with an
accessories bag, a Florida carrier board and Miami SoM of choice form a complete development platform. The kit configuration
helps kick-starting your application development in an early stage, giving access to the complete feature set of the processing
system using the provided reference design and Linux board support package (BSP).

The interfaces on the carrier boards provide functionality to support data acquisition, visualization, human-machine interfaces,
and communication. With a Florida platform, an application can be prototyped and validated. Software and FPGA reference
designs, schematics and printed circuit board layout are available as a starting point for a dedicated carrier board design. The
functions on the carrier boards are validated in different applications, guaranteeing high quality circuitry. TOPIC also offers driver
development support as a service. The same is applicable for the carrier board customization: TOPIC offers board design and
production services to facilitate quick and reliable hardware realization.

Florida carrier boards are off-the-shelf available in a number of configurations. Each Florida supports a specific Miami SoM. The
carrier boards differ in supported peripherals and evaluation context. The peripherals supported meet the capabilities of the
processing system as well as the intended use cases of the FPGA fabric and other SoC features. The Florida Plus supports the
latest generation peripherals and communication interfaces, for the Miami MPSOC Plus capabilities. 

Evaluation and prototyping

Peripheral diversity
Given the flexibility of the connectors and interfaces on the carrier boards, a variety of functionality is made available: SATA, M.2
based PCIe, Gigabit Ethernet, SDIO/SDcard interface, FMC and PMOD Generic I/O expansion ports, DisplayPort/HDMI/DVI/MIPI
video capture and generation, virtual COM ports, JTAG debug ports, LEDs and switches. This makes it possible to prototype a
complete instrument containing visualization, communication, control, and data storage/offloading. 
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Customized application

TOPIC offers Florida carrier board customization services to rapidly create a custom carrier-
board according to specific requirements with short times and optionally succeeded by the
production and assembly of the boards. Peripherals used on the evaluation boards are
applied in various applications, resulting in robust circuit design, thorough testing,
extensive software support and compliant (EMC) qualification. Customization can be
supported by our board- and reference designs. The carrier board schematics and board
layout files are available as inspiration and under certain conditions as Mentor Graphics or
Altium design files. 

TOPIC can customize a carrier board according to specific needs. As an experienced product
development organization, we design and manufacture customized boards according to the
requirements we agreed upon, as well as test and qualification criteria that are applicable.
As the Miami SoMs are qualified according to industrial design constraints, TOPIC
customized carrier boards can comply to these same constraints when required. 

Prototype production of the carrier boards is always carried-out under the responsibility of
TOPIC as this is part of the qualification process. Thereafter, the choice of production
partner is open. Feel free to contact TOPIC to discuss the possibilities.

Customization
services

The development services provided by TOPIC are flexible and customer specific
Customization services are available for board design, software development and FPGA
design 
Application software development based on e.g. Qt, OpenCV, Python, Docker, ROS, .NET
Operating System porting as well as (Linux) BSP/ driver development and support
RAMS (Reliability, Availability, Maintainability, Safety) aware development
Development processes executed according to e.g. IEC60601, ISO13485 and ISO14971
standards.

Benefits
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Materiaalweg 4, 5681 RJ Best, The Netherlands

+31 (0)499 33 69 79

www.topicembedded.com

contact@topic.nl

linkedin.com/company/topic-embedded-systems 

“We make the world a little better, healthier and smarter every day”. Our mission statement reflects exactly what we
do: developing innovative systems for our customers. The way we do that, is by combining our customers domain
specific know-how with our expertise in hardware and software development. This results in the most optimal product
for our customers. TOPIC has a strong background of more than 26 years in developing systems, which can contain
embedded-, application- and cloud software, FPGA code and PCB designs. We help customers in different domains
such as medical, imaging, machine control & safety. With over 150 employees, we are a strong and established
company with our headquarters in Best, the Netherlands.  TOPIC has an ISO13485 (medical) certified Quality
Management System and adopted the Agile way-of-working for optimal interaction with the customer.

Premier Partnership with AMD  | TOPIC is one of the few AMD Premier Adaptive Computing partners in the world. Our
partnership started in 2009 and since than we have been working closely together over the last years. 
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Product details Miami Ultra 
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